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Abstract - Nanoantenna has various geometrical approaches to design broad visible at nano-scale spectrum range. The near field resonance of optical DRA antenna has greater Advantages in Telecommunication system which works on digital domain. Electromagnetic radiation of optical DRA operational nanostructures behave especially in infrared regimen. The DRA radiation and localized source and interaction holds scientific communities which explore the model to realizing its efficient. We have investigated several aspect of optical dielectric resonator antenna (ODRA) .Microstripline of optical DRA antenna for satellite communication which typically used in metallic losses. RF antenna concentrate the radiation to confined sub-wavelength scale .The microstrip line has improved studied about transmitting optical nanostructures .The light matter interaction has playing very important role.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The optical DRA playing very important role in telecommunication system\(^1\). The light matter interaction such as cellular device which transfer electromagnetic spectrum .The microwave antenna theories establish optical frequency regime\(^2,3\). The introduction of antenna concept for high level efficiency in photophysical detectors. Optical antenna design to convert free propagation to convert free propagation of optical radiation to localized energy and vice-versa\(^4,5\). The development optical antenna which concentrate on surface planner which invented at nanoscale which define as device to device connection\(^6,7\). Radiation propagation of optical DRA were developed for solution to a communication at microscopy at nano-scale analogous which define an optical antenna as a device which concentrate on external laser\(^8,9\). Optical particle can be used by Synge’s method which particle which would convert surface as a receiver. In optical antenna strongly radio–frequency & Microwave properties and scaling behaviour\(^10,11\). Optical antenna transmit optical signal at nanoscale\(^12,13\). The frequency distribution of optical antenna has configure the radiation pattern which utilizing an antenna efficiency because low dissipation of low high irradiation of antenna efficiency\(^14,15\). The measurement of antenna materials has dependent on separating of conducting surface which aiming at maximizing dielectric polarization. The dipole moments is responsible for the microscopic dielectric properties of materials\(^16\). The permanent moments of any molecules which allowed to other permanent dipole moment to explain it anomalous dielectric constant between the average orientation moments of far field resonance frequency of magnitude of dielectric constant\(^17\). The dielectric behaviour of material with variation along with temperature. The wireless communication technology have provides continuing receiving system which discover sophisticated devices to perform for improved its function size and weight to realize low loss temperature element which has playing fundamental operation of resonant frequency of DRA antenna which can be engineered to desired material temperature value to meet the requirement of antenna circuit designing without reduction in performance. Resonance phenomenon of dielectric resonator cavity permittivity at the resonance surface frequency of coefficient of dielectric constant .Electromagnetic field of dielectric resonator considerable description of hollow wave guide also have been investigated in this research article\(^18\). Cylindrical dielectric resonator antenna has applied perfect rectangular magnetic conductor which is well suitable for CAD application. The possible resonant of magnetic mode of hybrid electromagnetic field which cannot exist transverse magnetic fields. The magnetic dipole of electric dipole is rectangular in shapes which offer attractive feature for antenna elements\(^19\). The dielectric antenna size is very compact designing which support different modes with closely spaced resonant frequencies with high range of permittivity size compact rectangular with proper choice resonator dimensions has wide range of permittivity with different mode producing broadside radiation patterns for different absence of conductor losses and surface wave losses to high radiation efficiency\(^20\). The DRA antenna can be fully requirement for integral to achieve strong coupling for microstrip lines to DRA antenna \(\in \Gamma / 3 / 2\) the causing which phenomenon is the high reduction rate between antenna components due to the high storage rate. Optical DRA antenna dimension has various geometric which tunable for cylindrical in shapes which makes optical DRA works on some limitation to pair to polarization is isolated optical DRA permittivity of dielectric material has both real and imaginary part which describe the energy loss signal through dielectric permittivity \(\varepsilon_r\) is called dielectric constant\(^21\). The variety chemical or physical phenomena contribute polarization.
of low frequency material which is mainly caused by dipolar relaxation absorption of peak infrared region are identified in crystalline of high frequencies band electric charge of microwave field has high configurable radiation pattern to exhibit many problems like large size narrow, bandwidth low loss high permittivity. The microwave frequencies RF antenna use low loss and high tunable devices which allow multiband component circuit can be used components for RF and microwave application is tunable pass band is able to varied at MHZ to THZ.

II. ANTENNA RADIATION THEORIES

In advance generation wireless system provides various forms which travelling wave antenna used for different application, which compared to integration component for various antenna characteristics such as passive circuits with the radiating elements. The impedance value of antenna pattern is manufacturing process effect on temperature for commercial worlds of antenna find extensive use in field of biomedical accordingly to antenna designers’ designs optenna that could maintain their performance to enhance antenna bandwidth with small size mobile terminal to acquiring great importance yet to have prescribed performance of communication system simply treated as ground plane to provide high infinite description with very large number of complexity with multi scale homogeneous polarization of antenna gain. The advanced generation needs high level capable supporting speeds and multiband operation for modern communication system which need low cost solution with high profile impedance radiation has been developed to further enhancement of broadband performance of high speed wireless communication system. The aspects bandwidth of optical DRA antenna field continuously change notation frequently coordinate system. The bandwidth plays very important parameter of any antenna. Bandwidth makes it an interesting dielectric resonator which widely used to achieved.
III. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied as well as proposed new method to design dielectric Resonator optical Antenna which has enable to study this radiation distribution of THZ, GHZ range. This research work will very helpful to improve optical Antenna efficiency at nanoscale OR THZ. Simulations base approach work well with Dielectric Antenna. We have presented in this research article about communication antenna at nanoscales operation with high bandwidth application. The nanomaterial Antenna design has high impedance at nm frequency range. The near field resonance of optical DRA antenna has greater Advantages in Telecommunication system which works on digital domain. Operational nanostructures behave especially in infrared regim. The DRA radiation and localized source and interaction holds scientific communities which explore the model to realizing it’s efficient. We have investigated several aspect of optical dielectric resonator antenna (ODRA) Microstripline of optical DRA antenna for satellite communication which typically used in metallic losses.
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